RFG Discussion:
Reading David Sterling Brown’s
“‘Hood feminism’: Whiteness and segregated (premodern) scholarly discourse in the post-postracial era”

OCT 17
MON
1:00 – 2:00 PM
2635 South Hall
Learn more: bit.ly/Premodern-RFG

Join the Un-disciplining Premodern Histories of Race and Gender Research Focus for a reading group discussion of David Sterling Brown’s recent article, “‘Hood feminism’: Whiteness and segregated (premodern) scholarly discourse in the post-postracial era,” and “Teaching guide for: ‘Hood feminism’: Whiteness and segregated (premodern) scholarly discourse in the post-postracial era.” As the RFG’s first event of the new academic year, we will begin by continuing last year’s conversations on un-disciplining and re-disciplining premodern studies with Brown’s phenomenal work.

Please email jessicazisa@ucsb.edu or reemtaha@ucsb.edu for access to the reading.

Sponsored by the IHC’s Un-disciplining Premodern Histories of Race and Gender Research Focus Group